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“Way Kambas is the last home
for many lowland biodiversity
in Sumatra island Indonesia”
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Will the jungle back?
The Bungur Reforestation Project in Way Kambas NP

“Reforestation Project can only be success if there is a guarantee of area security from
forest fire” Said Dicky Sutanto, one of the organizer of the Bungur Reforestation
Project. Bungur Reforestation project are combining the reforestation project with the
area protection. Local community involvement are also establish as many as the
project intensity.
In February 2011, 50 boy-scouts of Saka Wanabakti (ministry of forestry boy scouts
group) made a campsite to help planting and maintenance of the trees in the area.
The maintenance activities are replacing dead seeds and clearing imperata grass
(alang-alang).
This first year activity of Bungur Reforestation project has done planted 4,000
number of seedling potted that grew in 10 hectares area. As on schedule we succeed
planted 400 seedlings per hectare, and preparing 2,000 seedlings to replacing the dead
seeds.
Started June 2010, this long term (15 to 20 years) projeect funded by the Rainforest
Rescue and Save Indonesian Endangered Species (SIES). It is located
in Bungur Section of Way Kambas National Park, which was one of
the primary habitat of WKNP important species, and has suffer from
frequent forest fire and illegal logging during the last 20 years.
Continued to page 4

The Amazing Night-bird of Way Kambas
An adult female Javan frogmouth and her baby supposed to be
resting in the noon caught in the act were waking up. This rarely
found night-bird just simply calm when we …
..the whole story at page 3
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Article and all photos by
Dicky T. Sutanto

The last home of White Winged Duck?
The Way Kambas White Winged Duck’s (Cairina Scutulata)
population is faces bigger challenge for their survival
Way Kambas National Park, on
South Sumatra, Indonesia, has the
world largest wild population of an
endangered bird species the WhiteWinged Wood Duck (WWD). The
total wild population number of this
species in the world estimated not
reach 800 individuals (IUCN,
2010). While in 1999 to 2001 Way
Kambas NP White-Winged Wood
Duck population estimated by Dr.
Nancy Drilling (an
American

researcher) was about 75
individuals.
WKNP conservation team, with the
support of the Save Indonesia’s
Endangered Species (SIES),
Krippner Family, and other
conservation initiatives, conduct a
“WWD observation expedition,
and habitat protection activity”.
Information around WWD
population number, and
other conservational/
biological aspect of this
species were
gathered in

more than 6 different observation
sites, which are their primary
habitat in WKNP. To gain more
information and perspective, we
also conduct a serial short
observation on other WWD
distributional range, as well as
interviewing some ranger, NGO’s
staff and local people.
Four time of 4 days observation
activity on WWD’s primary habitat
has been conduct since November
2009. Three times short observation
on Babakan Bambang, Mataram,
and on

Rarely found six
WWD fun
gathering

Park’s
boundary, also has
obtained more information. While
the interview with some rangers,
given more of historical record and
trend of the WWD population and
their potential threats as well as
more information of the
distributional range of the WWD.
The primary habitat (from Rawa
gajah, Ulung-ulung, to Kali Biru) of
the WWD observed, are proven to
have 9 -12 individuals or more, and
still as an active habitat for breeding
and forage. Other habitat location

that observed and has
a WWD recorded in
2010 are SRS, Rawa
Vegador, Air Hitam,
and Rasau.
Other important habitats
that need to observe carefully are
Bungur, Wako and Kuala Penet. If
WWD still found there and not so
much threat, hopefully the total
number of WWD in Way Kambas
is 4 times of 12.
But the potential threat is high.
That is an increasing intensity of
illegal fishing activity observed on
all WWD primary habitat area.

Illegal fishing can lead to a potential
direct and indirect life threat of the
WWD, and clearly has disturbing
their daily activity and important
behavioral phase (breeding, mating,
nesting). WWD’s population in
Way Kambas NP really faces bigger
challenge to their survival.
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The Amazing NightBird of Way Kambas
Article by Dicky and Marcel. All photos by Dicky T. Sutanto

An adult female Javan frogmouth and her baby
supposed to be resting at noon caught in the act
were waking up. This rarely found night-bird
just simply calm when we freely watched them
perched on one of a big tree at Plang Ijo

That was very surprising for us
when one day we showed some
pictures of the night-bird to the
staff at the Plang Ijo (gate of Way
Kambas) and with the innocent
face one of them simply said "I
see them often around here in the
daytime" What!? And he just
walked into a big tree and in an
instant just pointing fingers,
"There!"
Wow! They were on one branch.
An adult female of Javan
frogmouth (Batrachostomus
javensis) just stared at us. Then,
meaning every time we have
trouble finding them in the
woods, but really just passed them
above us at the gate. Spectacular!
Large Frogmouth Nest
One night we (sahabat Burung
Way Kambas) with
Claire, Cathy and
Brook, went to
night birding cruise
on the main road
from Plang Ijo to
SRS. We escort
them to Kali Batin
Bridge, one of the
bird “hot spot” in
the Park. An
intensive activity of
many bird species
can be found here
during the morning
and evening.
That night, after a
serial trial to attract
the night birds,
there was almost no respond.
Brown hawk owl (Ninox scutulata),
and Javan frogmouth are the only

night bird voice that we
heard. It is unusual. It was
the first time we failed to attract
the Large Frogmouth (Batrachostomus
auritus) in Kali Batin bridge.
After failed attracting the Large
Frogmouth with the bird voice record,
we start using the torch/flash light. We
flash the tree’s branches and spot that
usually used by the Large Frogmouth to
perch on our last encounter with
the bird. And, after a while, we
found the Large Frogmouth just
7 meters away from the bridge,
sit tight on the 5 meters tree
branch, silent. The branch was a
fork shape small branch, just as
big as a man fingers. But there
was something puffy on the
center of the fork, beneath the
bird. Yes, it was a nest. The
Large Frogmouth actually on
nesting period.
After that night, we observe the Large
Frogmouth
nest, until the
egg hatched,
the juvenile
rising, and
ready to fly
safely after 23
days. One
more
amazing
discovery,
and a
chance to
study the
night birds
of Way
Kambas
National
Park.

be encountered and identify by a bird
expert, in a single morning bird watching
activity in Sumatran Rhino Sanctuary
(SRS) in WKNP. Even for a beginner, the
place guarantee for a bird variety sighting.
Four kilometers long track, which is an
inspection road surrounding the Rhino’s
cage, is the best place in SRS to
experience an amazing bird watching
activity. Not too many places in this

world can offer the same experience as in
SRS, since all the bird there are all wild
and free.
Woodpeckers, Broadbill, Bulbul,
Hornbill, Barbet, Malkoha, Kingfisher
and many other Genus of Bird found in
more than 4 species, here. Trogons,
scarlet minivet, red bearded bee-eater, and
Asian paradise flycatcher, are among the
beautiful species of bird we can find there.

SRS as one of WKNP’s Bird Hot
Spot
Not less than 100 species of bird can
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Will the jungle back?

Three species were chosen as the first
year trees reforestation plant. Seedling
and cutting of tree’s of Sungkai
(Pheronema sp.), Mentru (Schima sp.),
and Sempu (Dillenia sp.) were
prepared on a nursery for 5 - 7 months.
The Sungkai and Mentru has the most
growth progress with the roots broke
the polybag with the leaf are fresh and
thick. Those all species are the fire
resistance species.
Four to six workers from local
community were employed to build
the basecamp, nursery and seedlings
preparation, and more than 10
villagers are employing for
reforestation area preparation, planting
and maintenance. At least 1 Bungur
section staffs (both technician and
forest guard) are also stay in the camp
for security and manage the activities.

Botanical Collection
Pitcher Plant species (Nepenthes sp.),
Giant orchid (Gramathophylum
speciosum), variety of Palm trees,
many of fruit trees species (Ficus sp.,
Eugenia sp., etc), and Amorphophalus
sp., are some of botanical richness
of WKNP. A small botanical
collection project was started on
mid 2010, to collect seedling that
representing some of important
vegetation in WKNP, nursing it,
and display it in a 0,5 hectare
area, near the WKNP main gate
(Plang Ijo). More than 50 trees
around the area also has been
name tagged, for education
purpose.

Article by
Dicky T. Sutanto

The organizer said that expected
survival rate aim for more than
70% survival rate. This should be
achieved because the reforestation
area will be well secure from
forest fire, and the seedlings to be
planted are in a good condition.
But there is a potential
disturbance for the reforestation
site by wild elephant. It has not
measure the impact, but with good
maintenance by the workers, the
dead seed will immediately replace
with the new seedlings.
There is a hope that the jungle will
back as long as the protection is
there. The expected outcome at 1020 years that most of area will be
"able to recover itself in natural
succession".

Article and photos
by Dicky T. Sutanto

The Arboretum

planting medium (top soil and
manure), and 40 % of them already
planted with more than 30 species of
tree seedling. We also collect all
endemic orchids we can find during
other activities inside the forest and
plant them on the tree bark around
the botanical site or put them first in

an adaptation UV plastic container
(small greenhouse).
It is important to have well
documented notes of the origin (place)
of the seedling we collected and to have
a minimum impact to the wild
population of the species.

A small plant nursery has been
set to give the seedling the
suitable microclimate. More
than 1000 poly-bag from 4
different sizes already fill with
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The Beauty of
Way Kambas
Wildlife

Elephant Endemic Food
Farm Plot Project

Article and photos
by Dicky T. Sutanto

All photos by Dicky T. Sutanto
The second years of the
Elephant Food Farm
Project (EFF), constrain
more on continuing the
maintenance of the
previous Food Farm
Project, and develop a new
program of Elephant
Natural/endemic Food
Farm Plot.
One hectare of area in
Elephant Conservation
Center (ECC) was set as
an Endemic Food Farm
Plot, to be planted as
many species of
vegetation that the
Elephant prefer as their
natural food in the
WKNP forest. Grass,
shrubs and trees,
identified as Elephant
food, are collected and
planted on a nursery
and on the 1 hectare
area that before was a
degraded field, near the
ECC facilities.
Some of the difficulties of
the project are the
vegetation identification,
collecting the seedling,
planting them in the open
farm plot and securing the
Farm Plot from wild
animal and ECC’s
elephant trespassing.
Most of the Farm Plot
establishment is conduct by ECC
staff and Mahout. A positive
respond and the sharing of
experience around the Elephant
and their preference, from the
ECC, are some of the insurance
for this project to sustain and meet
it’s purpose.
The awareness of the needs of
such project, to support the ECC
Elephant management in the
future, and the spirit to reforest
the degraded habitat around
ECC, are very important mindset
for all related parties to the
Elephant Conservation.
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Next Project:

Way Kambas NP Endangered Wildlife
Inventory and Ecological Study
Text by Marcellus A.C.T.R. Photos by Yayasan PKHS & Way Kambas NP

Way Kambas is the last wetland and lowland rain forest in Sumatra
island that still has “the big five” or Mega Fauna of Sumatran forest,
that is about estimated 30-40 Sumatran tigers, 20-30 Sumatran
rhinoceros and 150-200 Sumatran elephants, Malayan Tapir 30-40
and Sun-bear 100-120 (Way Kambas NP, 2010).
It also home for Sumatran wildcats (clouded leopard, fishing cat, flat
headed cat, golden cat, leopard cat) but their number and current
status are still unknown.
Almost last decade there was no comprehensive ecological study on
those endangered wildlife. Instead information about their biology,
behavior, habitats, home range, population numbers, distribution,
demography, breeding biology and reproductive performance and
other ecological factors are very important to make recommendations
on ways to conserve the habitat and population.
Way Kambas NP has 10 camera traps “Bushnell” (IR 8MP) with still
photo and video (no sound) system. These cameras were donated
from Aspinal Foundation trough DG of PHKA Minstry of Forestry.
The staffs of Way Kambas NP are willing to increase their capacity
and improve knowledge in study the ecology of wildlife in the park.
After some discussions with the NGOs partners in Way Kambas, the
idea raise to make sustainable project on using this cameras, that is an
inventory and ecological study of endangered species, especially
mega fauna and wild cats. It is agree that this project will develop
soon where ALeRT will be roles as the facilitator to make a proposal
and seek for funding of the project.
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